
THE U.N.I.P. VIEW

School Integration
NOW

w. P. NYIRENDA

AS FROM JANUARY 1964 when Northern Rhodesia attains
internal self-government and when the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland will have finally been wound
up, all schools in Northern Rhodesia will be integrated.
This was stated in the Northern Rhodesia Legislative
Council by Mr. Harry Nkumbula, leader of the African
National Congress and Minister of African Education. In
his statement in the Legislature Mr. Nkumbula pointed
out, "When this government becomes responsible for all
education (at the moment African Education is territorial
and European· Education federal), its aim will be to pro
vide, as soon as its resources permit, _free and compulsory
education for at least eight years for all children, irre
spective of race, colour or creed, with high standards of
accommodation, equipment and, most impo(tant of all,
staffing provided at every school. To achieve this object
will take many years but it must always remain our tar
get." These were the words which flowed out of the mouth
of the African National Congress Minister of African
Education. In all fairness it must be pointed out that we
in the United National Independence Party are at one
with the African National Congress in our education
policy only in so far as the philosophy of integration is
concerned. When it comes to timing we differ diametric
ally. Congress believes in the philosophy of gradualism
which in our way of thinking is an overt attempt to try
and evade the whole issue. We in UNIP believe in inte
gration now.

The Minister's statement was received with mixed
feelings by members of both the major races of Northern
Rhodesia. To most Europeans the statement was mischie
vous and calculated to drive Europeans out of Northern
Rhodesia. "I cannot imagine," a sincere European friend
said to me, "Diy daughter sitting on the same bench with
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an African girl. I cannot see how a master and servant
can share the same educational facilities. The education
of a master must be so designed as to prepare him or her
for leadership."

"It is only logical," he went on, "that we give the
servant that type of education which will enable him to
play his role as a subordinate." To all Africans, almost
without exception, the move was one in the right direction.
The inevitable, nay, the millennium had come. As God's
creatures, it was only right that they should share the same
educational facilities and privileges with Europeans. In an
African-dominated Government the African is going to
accept nothing second-rate. If one of the· aims of educa
tion is to train man of whatever race, colour or creed to
take his full part in shaping the destiny of his country,
then one sees no sense in having in one country different
systems of education for different races. The big question
that immediately rears its head is: Why have integration?
Is it not true that Africans and Europeans come from
two entirely different backgrounds? If so should they not,
therefore, prepare themselves for their different communi
ties? We in UNIP believe all talk about differences of
background mores, traditions etc. is illusory. The diffe
rences in upbringing and what-have-you that one hears
s·o much about are man-made. Man is part of society that
makes and defines these differences and as such he cannot;
objectively and with any degree of accuracy, justify his
standpoint.

PERHAPS THIS IS BEGGING the question! "But why have
integration?", one may ask. There are two main answers.
We of the United National Independence Party believe
that to maintain academic· segregation would be to foster
inequalities of opportunity for the races, race prejudice
and indeed, race hatred. Since our aim in Northern
Rhodesia is to establish a colour-blind society, anything
that militates against the achiev·ement of such an ideal
must be anathema to us. We have already in the Legisla
tive Council passed bills that have done away with racial
segregation in social, economic and political spheres. It is
an offence, punishable by law, in Northern Rhodesia for
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Nigeria's

Mythical Independence

S U Z ANN E C R 0 N J E, the South African-born wife
of a former aRricultural officer in Northern Nigeria,
edited a monthly magazine while in Nigeria and now
lives in London.

TO THE QUESTION "Does socialism exist in Nigeria?" the
answer would be, "It probably does-as much as any
ideology". Nigeria has no political or social principle at
all; it lacks any unifying doctrine or national orientation.

This is a situation for which the Nigerians themselves
are little to blame; it is the result of the colonial policy
of Indirect Rule, and of a constitution inspired by Britain
to favour vested interests regardless of. independence.

EACH OF NIGERIA'S three federated Regions, which are based
on three ethnic groups, has given rise to a major political
party. Tpe largest of the Regions is the North, which
constitutes two thirds of the Federation's area and half
its total population. The dominant ethnic element is of
Hausa-Fulani origin, and the Region is divided into a
number of very powerful feudal emirates, with a strong
tradition of Islam. Their political party is the N.P.C.
(Northern Peoples' Congress) which forms the regional
government-in the Northern House of Assembly it has
almost no opposition-and is the senior partner in the
federal coalition. The Federal Prime Minister, Sir Abuba
kar Tafawa Balewa, is the party's Vice-President. Non
Hausa and non-Moslem minority groups make up almost
half of the Region's inhabitants.

The dominant element in the East consists of Ibo and
related peoples who do not have a tradition of powerful
chiefs. Their political party is the N.C.N.C. (National
Council for Nigerian Citizens) which commands a large
majority in the Eastern House of Assembly; in the federal
goverpment it is the junior partner in coalition with the
N.P.C. 'Dr. Azikiwe is the founder of the N.C.N.C. but
resigned from its leadership when he was appointed
Governor-General of the Federation. On the first of
October 1963, when the Federation changed from Domi-
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EXPERIENCE AND PSYCHOLOGICAL experiments have shown
that if you let children mix freely while young, they
master each other's language easily and quickly. For
quite a long time to come, English must remain tho
accepted medium of instruction for it is the only language
of the languages spoken in Central Africa that can both
contain and accommodate technical terms. It may sound
absurd to ask the African and Asian child to attend
school where English is the medium of instruction. Pro
vided integration is introduced at the nursery school stage,
the language problem ceases to be a real problem. The
United National Independence Party as soon as it comes
to power in January 1964, plans to integrate all nursery
schools. By the time formal instruction commences,
African children should be in a position to benefit bv
instruction given in English. •

a man to discriminate against his fellow human beIng
purely on the grounds of race or colour. There is, how
ever, a second answer: We must have integration for
economic reasons. The present situation where one highly
paid specialist teaches a certain subject to two or three
white students, while three miles away another highly
paid specialist teaches exactly the same subject for exactly
the same examination-to two or three African students,
is ludicrous and would be laughable were it not so lament
able~ To obviate this we must have integration. But will
integration in practice work? What will the medium of
instruction be in primary schools or do we recommend
integration only at the Secondary School level?

The answer to the first question is an emphatic 'Yes'.
Integration in schools has worked marvellously in coun
tries which have a plural society like ours. In Ghana,
Tanganyika and Nigeria-to cite only a few examples~

the scheme has met unqualified success. Unless the
scheme is sabotaged by malcontents within our society I
see nothing that can stand between it and success. The
often-asked question is: Assuming that the scheme re
ceives the co-operation of all concerned what is the me
dium of instruction goinS! to be? This question although
relevant is more academic than real.
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